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Books! Books! Books! There is no end to knowledge. All you
need to do is flip through the pages to get that extra dose of
infotainment. So simply read on...

BOOKS

Ian McEwan

ATONEMENT
In the first two parts of the novel,
Ian McEwan narrated the story of
his protagonist in third person.
Readers met 13year-old Briony
Tallis, first as an
innocent child
whose misinterpretation of an event tore her family
apart; and then as a young woman realising her
mistake. As the novel progressed, the reader
realised that Briony was an attention-seeking,
self-absorbed child with a penchant for lying. In
the last part of the book, McEwan switched to
first person, where a now elderly Briony, suffering
from dementia, revealed that she had in fact ‘written’ the whole book
as a way to seek forgiveness. This masterful novel was included in
‘TIME’ magazine’s ‘100 greatest English-language novels since 1923’.

shoess

John Green

THE FAULT IN
OUR STARS
It is hard enough to capture the
voice of an angsty teenage girl, let
alone one who suffers from a debilitating illness. In ‘The Fault In Our
Stars’, Green narrated the story of
16-year-old Hazel Lancaster who suffered
from thyroid cancer in first person. His
heroine didn’t feel hopeful about her
future until she met, and fell in love,
with 17-year-old Augustus Waters, an
ex-basketball player and an
amputee. Green’s mastery lay in
being able to speak to teens as a
friend, and not as a condescending adult.

Have you seen Ayushmann Khurrana in a
saree? He has been sporting the look for
promoting his latest film ‘Dream Girl’,
where he is an actor who plays Sita in
Ramleela for a living. It made us wonder
about all the times when male authors did
the literary equivalent that is told the
story from the female perspective. Here’s
what we found out...

Philip Pullman NORTHERN

Chetan Bhagat

ONE INDIAN GIRL
In 2016, Chetan Bhagat, described by ‘New
York Times’ as ‘the biggest-selling English
language novelist in India’s history’,
released ‘One Indian Girl’ – a feminist fiction novel written in first person. Bhagat’s
protagonist, Radhika Mehta, was an
investment banker who realised that her
professional success unnerved her love
interests. Bhagat said that he interviewed around 100 women as part of
research and to understand their perspective. The book broke the record
for pre-order sales on Amazon India.

Roald Dahl MATILDA
Readers meet Matilda as a determined fiveyear-old intellectual genius with telekinetic powers. And 31 years later, Dahl’s
third-person account of a little girl who
wanted to defy all the constraints
placed on her has continued to delight
readers all over the world.
Despite being surrounded by
uncaring adults at first,
Matilda persevered with
her goal to educate herself.
Her friendship with her teacher, Ms
Honey, exemplified the power of
women banding together to beat the
system. The book won the Children’s
Book Award shortly after it was
published in 1988 from The
Federation of
Children’s Book
Groups (UK).

LIGHTS

Set in a parallel universe, Phillip Pullman narrated the story of his
protagonist, 12-year-old Lyra Belacqua, who embarked on a journey to the Arctic in search of her missing friend Roger Parslow
and her imprisoned uncle Lord Asriel. Pullman portrayed Lyra as
an independent-minded, curious child who understood that it
was okay to not trust the adults in her world.
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The Em dash

After the Oxford-comma
debate, the latest
punctuation mark to
cause a furious divide
about its usage amongst
grammarians is the ‘em
dash’. Read on...

divide
T
Which book has this quote?
1. “If you want to change a whole people,
then you start with the girls. It stands to
reason: they learn faster, and they pass
on what they learn to their children.”

he longest of
the dashes —
roughly the
length of the
letter ‘M’ — the em dash
is emphatic, agile and
still largely undefined.
Sometimes it indicates
an afterthought. Other
times, it’s a fist
pump. You
might call
it the bad
boy, or cool girl, of punctuation.

How Grammarians view it

2. “You had the power all along
my dear.”
3. “I am no bird; and no net ensnares
me; I am a free human being with an
independent will, which I now exert to
leave you.”
4. “A steely look of anger flared in my
mother’s eyes, and I thought, just maybe,
I was leaving her in good hands after all.
Her own.”
5. “There’s no love as real as that of a
girl and her best friend.”
6. “Seeing is easy. The hard part is
being seen.”

Martha Nell Smith, a professor of English at the University of Maryland and
the author of five books on poet Emily
Dickinson (the original em-dash obsessive), said that Dickinson used the
dash to “highlight the ambiguity of the
written word”.

1. ‘Snuff’ by Terry Pratchett
2. ‘The Wizard of Oz’ by L Frank Baum
3. ‘Jane Eyre’ by Charlotte Bronte
4. ‘The Lightning Thief’ by Rick Riordan
5. ‘Mafiosa’ by Catherine Doyle
6. ‘Wonder Woman’ by Leigh Bardugo

ANSWERS

TELEVISION

The divide
Opinions abound about how and when
one ought to use the thin horizontal

Artemis Fowl
by Eoin Colfer

How to Train Your Dragon
by Cressida Cowell

A wondrously
clever book
that upturns
children’s literature convention. Its
hero, Artemis
Fowl, is a 12-year-old boy
who also happens to be a
criminal mastermind.

Hiccup
Horrendous
Haddock III is a
Viking who
doesn’t fit in.
Gawky and
geeky, his
adventures with his huntingdragon — Toothless — are
madcap and marvellous.

The Mouse and His
Child by Russell
Hoban
A bittersweet
and unusual
tale, in which
a clockwork
mouse and
his child are
thrown out of a toy shop,
and then must embark on a
journey to find safety.

MUST DO

on illusions and other psychological experiments.

MAN VS. WILD, DISCOVERY CHANNEL, 7.00 PM: Bear Grylls shows how

■ SCIENCE: BRAIN GAMES, NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL, 3.00 PM: The

host plays various mind games with
the viewers which include exploring cognitive science by focusing

to survive in Iceland's Arctic conditions by showing how to make a
snow cave, find water in tunnels and
avoid frostbite.

RETURN TO THE 36TH CHAMBER,
MOVIES NOW, 5.05 PM: Wang and his

■

co-workers are dejected when they
learn that their boss has cut their
wages and hired Manchu overseers.

Tom is packed away to stay
with his aunt and uncle:
but when the clock strikes
thirteen, he
finds a gorgeous garden, and in it
a little girl
called Hatty
who seems
to come from a
different time.
THE INDEPENDENT

1904: First car rally was held from
Kolkata to Barrackpore.

■ SAVING PRIVATE RYAN, WB, 3.08
PM: During the Normandy invasion

■

Tom’s Midnight
Garden
by Philippa Pearce

1833: Slavery was banned by British
Parliament throughout the British Empire.

MOVIES ON TV
of World War II, Captain John
Miller is assigned the task of
searching for Private James Ryan,
whose three brothers have already
been killed in the war.

EXTRACTED FROM AN NYT FEATURE

1789: William Herschel discovered Saturn's
moon Enceladus.

■

ganathan visits some of the most unlikely holiday destinations in the
world to determine the veracity of
the stereotypes associated with them.

dash button on a standard keyboard,
she said, so ‘you have to go to extra effort.’ That may mean shortcuts, or
worse: copying and pasting em dashes
from previously published work.
Those who don’t know better might
use two successive hyphens to indicate
an em-dash-like interruption. In her
book, ‘Type Rules!’, Ilene Strizver describes this as a “typographically incorrect and downright ugly practice.”

A book for every reader – age notwithstanding

Ged, a dark-skinned boy
from the goat-herding
island of Gont,
demonstrates
exceptional
powers and is
sent to learn
how to be a
wizard. His
resulting
quest is epic, with a depth
and strangeness that is a
sure-fire page turner.

THE MISADVENTURES OF ROMESH
RANGANATHAN, SONY BBC EARTH, 5.00
PM: British comedian Romesh Ran-

Just don’t use more than two in a
sentence, according to some experts.

However, a conman helps them in
their endeavour to get their dues.
■ LILO

& STITCH, & FLIX, 7.20 PM: A
scientist creates a genetically modified creature called Stitch who
yearns for freedom. Soon, Stitch
manages to escape and heads
straight to planet Earth where he
tries to impersonate a dog.

1907: "American Messenger
Company" was started by two
teens, Jim Casey and Claude Ryan.
The company's name was later
changed to "United Parcel Service."

HITTING

THE BOOKS
IN THE NEWS
GWYNETH, THE
TOME RAIDER:
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➤ The ‘em dash’ is named
after its length — it’s about
the same width as the capital letter M. While the ‘en
dash’ is about the same
width as the letter N

HAVE YOU READ THIS CLASSIC?

A Wizard of
Earthsea
by Ursula Le Guin

MUST SEE

AUGUST
28, 2019

Grammarians don’t
necessarily see it that way.
Mary Norris, the ‘New Yorker’s’ Comma Queen and the author of ‘Between
You and Me,’ said that the em dash
“can be substituted for almost any other mark of punctuation – the comma,
the semicolon, the colon, the period,
a pair of parentheses, the quotation
mark, even a bullet point in the making of a list.”

line. The takes can be surprisingly emotional. Last week, when author Alexander Chee tweeted, “Em-dash is the ‘just
belt it and go’ of punctuation. Thus my
devotion to it,” he inspired replies from
legions of devotees.
Gretchen McCulloch, the author of
‘Because Internet,’ described the em
dash’s tone as ‘faux casual,’ since it
takes some know-how to implement in
digital conversation. There isn’t an em

Never judge a book
by its cover –
unless, of course,
you are determining
if it is perfectly
placed on your specially curated bookshelf. Gwyneth Paltrow hired ‘celebrity
bibliographer’ Thatcher Wine to stock
her LA home with 600 ‘aesthetically
pleasing’ books. In Paltrow’s dining
room, Wine said he stuck to “a rigid
colour palette of black, white and grey
since it was less of a space where one
might hang out and read.” For those who
wanted to be on trend, he suggested
buying a few Stoic philosophers who ‘are
having a moment’. DAILY MIRROR
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In his new literary
piece ‘How to Be a
Dictator’, award-winning academician
Frank Dikotter examines the most chillingly effective personality cults of the 20th century. This
timely study, told with great narrative
verve, examines how a cult takes hold,
grows, and sustains itself. It places the
cult of personality where it belongs – at
the very heart of tyranny. Dikotter says
that a tyrant who can compel his own
people to acclaim him will last longer. IANS

Washington, DC.
1973: India & Pakistan signed POW accord.
1986: Bhagyashree Sathe was the first Indian
woman to earn a Grand Master norm in
chess.

THIS
DAY THAT
YEAR

1963: Dr Martin Luther King, Jr, gave his "I
Have a Dream" speech at a civil rights rally in

FRANK DIKOTTER
DECODES THE MIND
OF A DICTATOR:

2014: Google announced its
Project Wing. The project was
aimed at delivering products
across a city using unmanned flying
vehicles.

2017: Kenya brought in world's toughest
ban on plastic bags with possible US$38,000
fine and 4 years in jail.

